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Whether Right of Insurance Subrogation can been applied to Personal Insurance 
in theory has been controversial topic. Right of Insurance Subrogation derived from 
the principle of compensation, is an important insurance law system. At present Right 
of Insurance Subrogation can not be applied to Personal Insurance according to the 
laws in our country. But there are many objections about this stipulation in theory. 
Also, there exists different sentence in the judicial practice. I hope through our 
discussion and analysis, we can put forward some suggestions to improve our 
insurance system of subrogation. 
The paper is composed of introduction, body and conclusion, the body is 
comprised with three chapters. 
Chapter 1 gives an overview of Right of Insurance Subrogation, and reveals its 
civil law origin. First it analyzes jurisprudential basis and legal attribute. And then 
discusses the problem whether Insurance Subrogation can be suitable for Personal 
Insurance or not. 
Chapter 2 proposes the base and foundation on Right of Insurance Subrogation 
be applied in the compensatory Personal Insurance. First, it introduces and reviews 
the various relevant academic viewpoints and theories. Then according to our 
country's legislation and foreign legislation and the attitude to the likelihood of Right 
of Insurance Subrogation be used in Life Insurance; At last, through the analysis of 
Personal Insurance in our country, and significance of Right of Subrogation , it 
concludes that Right of Insurance Subrogation can be applied in the compensatory 
Personal Insurance. 
Chapter 3 discusses some problems which caused by Right of Insurance 
Subrogation used in Personal Insurance. At present Right of Insurance Subrogation 
can not be applied in Life Insurance, but can be used in some fields of Personal 















applied The Right of Subrogation, the main idea is to construct the Law and Insurance 
contract. And it points out many defects presently existing in the legislation, such as 
limitation of actions, the scope of application and limitation of object and so on. 
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案例一：2001 年 8 月 15 日，上海市金某因遭遇意外，左踝骨下段骨折，医
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